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INGREDIENTS:
LASHPERM: AQUA, THIOLACTIC ACID, CETEARYL ALCOHOL, AMMONIA,
AMMONIUM BICARBONATE, HYDROLYZED COLLAGEN, CETEARETH-20, PARFUM,
SODIUM CETEARYL SULFATE, CYSTEINE HCL, SODIUM LAURETH SULFATE,
CI 47005, SODIUM SULFATE.
NEUTRALIZER: AQUA, CETEARYL ALCOHOL, HYDROGEN PEROXIDE, SODIUM
LAURETH SULFATE, CITRIC ACID, SODIUM PHOSPHATE, PARFUM.
GLUE: VP/VA COPOLYMER, ALCOHOL DENAT., AQUA
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Eyelash Lift
GW Cosmetics GmbH Achauerstrasse 49a 2333 Leopoldsdorf www.gwcosmetics.at

For lashes appearing longer and fuller for 6 weeks.

REFECTOCIL EYELASH LIFT

5. APPLY LASH PERM

8 min

For longer and thicker looking lashes in just 13 minutes!
The effect lasts 6 weeks.

Place a pea-sized amount of RefectoCil LashPerm 1 into the RefectoCil Cosmetics
Bowl 1.
Using the RefectoCil Cosmetics Brush 1, apply a strip of RefectoCil LashPerm 1 to the
middle of the lashes. Allow to work for: 8 minutes. Afterwards, dab off the LashPerm 1
with a dry cotton bud.

RefectoCil Eyelash Lift lifts lashes and creates an intense, wide-eyed look. The lift makes your
natural lashes look significantly longer and thicker. Unlike RefectoCil Eyelash Curl, where the
lashes are given a U-shaped curl, Eyelash Lift lifts the lashes up. The unique formula containing
collagen & cysteine works in JUST 13 minutes. The especially developed lifting pads, made in
Germany, fit along the curvature of the lid perfectly, are available in 3 sizes, and can be used up
to 100 times. You can colour your lashes immediately after the lifting treatment.

Before

6. APPLY NEUTRALISER

5 min

Place a pea-sized amount of RefectoCil Neutraliser 2 in the
RefectoCil Cosmetics Bowl 2. Using the RefectoCil Cosmetics Brush
2, apply a strip of Neutraliser 2 to the same area where you applied
LashPerm 1. Allow to work for: 5 minutes. Afterwards, dab off the
Neutraliser 2 with a dry cotton bud.

Allergy test: carry out an allergy test before the treatment. Apply a small amount of both lotions
with a cotton bud to your elbow or behind your ear. Allow to dry and keep the area unwashed and
uncovered for 24 hours. If your skin is irritated, do not use the product.

super quick!

8 + 5 min.
kurze
Einwirkzeit!

1. PREPARATION

7. COLOUR LASHES

After
Remove contact lenses. Then clean the eye area with RefectoCil Eye Make-Up Remover and
degrease the eyelids and lashes with RefectoCil saline solution. To make things easier, you could
place RefectoCil silicone pads (available separately) over the bottom lashes to cover them. This ensures that you only secure the
top lashes to the lifting pad later on.

The lashes can now be dyed with RefectoCil Colourant on the lifting pads. It only takes 2 minutes to work!
Afterwards, remove the dye with a damp cotton pad.
To avoid stains on the lifting pads: max. 2 minutes application time. Rinse immediately afterwards.
8. REMOVE LIFTING PADS

2. SELECT LIFTING PAD

Wipe the pads several times with a damp cotton pad until the moisture dissolves the glue. If needed,
gently wipe up and down until the glue is completely removed. Then hold the lid taut as you remove the
lifting pads, starting from the outside.

The shorter the lashes and the more lifting effect the client wants,
the smaller the pad size.
S: strong lifting effect; especially for short lashes
M: natural lifting effect; for normal lashes
L: subtle lifting effect; for very long lashes

✘

✘

✔

Problem solving
- If the curve of the eyelashes is too strong, the selected lifting pad was too small or the application time too long. Select a
larger lifting pad and repeat the process using half the application time.

3. POSITION LIFTING PADS
Apply sufficient glue to the back of the lifting pads - allow to dry for a short time. Hold the
eyelid taut with your fingers and position the lifting pad at the edge of the lid as close to the
lash line as possible.
4. SECURE LASHES
Now, apply some glue to the domed area of the lifting pads - allow to dry for a short
time. Secure the top lashes with the rosewood stick using a sweeping
upwards motion. Swipe the lashes evenly along the lifting pad, keeping them straight.
If some lashes are crossed, carefully release and re-secure them. If lashes are stubborn
or keep coming loose, apply some more RefectoCil Glue and re-secure the lashes.
When all lashes are stuck straight, ask the client to open her eyes. You can then see if any of the bottom lashes are stuck to the
lifting pad. If they are, carefully remove them with the rosewood stick to ensure that only the top lashes are lifted.

- If the curve of the eyelashes is too weak reasons could be: application time too short (with LashPerm or Neutralizer), the
roller too large, or eyelashes not cleansed correctly.
IMPORTANT INFORMATION:
LashPerm, Neutralizer: 3,5 ml. Best used before the end of (MMYY): see tube fold. After opening: 2 months.
Always close the tube immediately after use.
Glue: 4 ml. Best used before the end of (MMYY): see container. After opening minimum: 3 months.
Shake before using. Always close the container immediately after use.
Store products in cool and dark place. Always clean cosmetic brushes and cosmetic dishes immediately after use with
RefectoCil Saline Solution.
Best used before the end of / Batch number: see container.
ATTENTION: For professional use only. Avoid contact with eyes. Rinse immediately if product comes into contact with them.
Wear suitable gloves.
LASHPERM: Contains ammonia. NEUTRALIZER: Contains hydrogen peroxide.
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